13 February
Fifty Shades of Ethics: How to Deal with Tough Questions
TIHOMIR LAZIĆ

20 March
The Cloud of Doubt: How to Deal With Doubts?
ZLATKO MUSIJA

10 April
Equipping Young People to Reach Their Local Communities
JOVAN ADAMOVIC

15 May
How to deal with failure?
ALEX BROWNE

12 June
Doing Apologetics in Cross-Cultural Context
ARTHUR SCHNEIDER

11 September
What do Mother Teresa and Iron Man have in Common? Emotional Intelligence and The Making of Our Full Self
BELINDA É. SAMARI

9 October
Worldviews in Conflict: Which Glasses are You Wearing?
ARTHUR SCHNEIDER

13 November
From an Event to an Experience: How to Plan Meaningful Moments
KÄRT LAZIĆ

11 December
PCM Think Tank: Imagining the Future of Public Campus Ministry in Europe
TIHOMIR LAZIĆ

Join us LIVE at 19:00 BST / 20:00 CET / 21:00 EET
When the time comes, use this link to join the session: zoom.us/my/powerupleaders

Facebook: powerupleaders
Twitter: tlazic@ted.adventist.org